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The Order of this Session



Patent - a legal monopoly - an exclusive right to exploit – property

Patent specification – multiple page technical description of an invention 

plus “claims” that define the boundaries of the monopoly

The deal – you get the monopoly if the description is sufficient and if the 

claims define subject matter is novel and contains an inventive step

Patent applications are examined and accepted or refused

Different rules in different countries

Likely cost in Australia and elsewhere

What is a Patent?



Business/commercial need for exclusivity – in most cases though, it 

won’t be your need, it will be someone else’s need.

What is the purpose – manufacturing/sales, licensing/selling the patent, 

purely defensive, credibility, supporting funding.

Is the invention of use or interest to the competition? What development 

direction are competitors taking? How easy/difficult would it be to design 

around the invention? How easy/difficult would it be to copy? How long 

and what resources?

The role of patents as silent policemen, the provision of a negotiating 

position for senior executives, and the protection of R&D dollars.

All this comes at a cost though!

Why bother with patents?



This question (today) is not when should I, but when can I?

Three main questions:

1. Patentable subject matter

2. Novelty

3. Inventive step

First two questions tend to be easy and quick.  Third is hard and unclear.

Answer first two questions, contemplate the third!

When can I patent something?
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Patent Specifications



Patent Claims



Novelty

Compare claimed invention with 

a prior use or a prior publication.

A single piece of prior art must 

disclose all of the claimed 

features of an invention in clear, 

unequivocal and unmistakable 

terms.

Quite a clinical simple 

comparison.  There is either a 

difference or there is not.

Inventive Step

Identify the difference between 

the prior art and the invention.

Would a hypothetical skilled 

addressee, faced with the same 

problem, have taken as a matter 

of routine whatever step(s) might 

have led from the prior to the 

invention.

Can use the combined teaching 

of two or more documents. 

The Haystack - Inventive Step 



The inventor has done no more than would have been expected …

Exercising tenacity, skill and managerial efficiency in order to achieve a known goal, 

using familiar theory and practice towards that end …

An invention has resulted in the solution of a problem which has been troubling 

industry for years and achieves immediate success upon its introduction …

The taking of a course of action which was complex and detailed, as well as 

laborious, with a good deal of trial and error, with dead ends and the retracing of 

steps, is not the taking of routine steps…

With the benefit of hindsight, it may be possible to say that each of the steps taken 

was logical, but that does not mean that the (inventive) step was obvious…

Inventive Step – Wise Words



Ajinomoto vs NutraSweet



Claims were novel – no single prior art document disclosed all elements.

Aspartame was well known as an intense sweetener, often blended with another well 

known intense sweetener, AceK.

In November 1992, NutraSweet invented Neotame, an intense sweetener – 10,000 times 

more intense than sucrose.

By March 1997 (when Ajinomoto lodged its patent application), it was common practice to 

blend intense sweeteners so that the limitations of one sweetener would be offset by the 

strengths of another.

Reasonably expected that the claimed blend would give the desired sweetness quality.  

Common general knowledge strongly suggested this result. So did the witnesses who said 

“70% chance of synergy” and “synergy was odds-on”. The result should not have come as 

a surprise.

The Federal Court said …



Combining known compounds where the combination does not result in 

any synergistic outcome – ie A + B just adds up to AB.

Improving a known device (ABC) by the addition of a known element D, 

where D just does what D is known to do.

A sausage machine!

Modifying a known process of A, B, C and D, by changing step B to a 

well known improvement, X, to step B.

Note that you might be the first one to do these things, which gets you 

over the novelty hurdle, but this isn’t enough to get a valid patent 

granted.  Must be more than routine and obvious.

What might not be enough ….



The Bottle Stopper Exercise



The problem to be solved…



The solution …



Let’s look for the needle!



A possible patent claim



Fall-back positions…



A patent specification is quite technically complex and has rules 

regarding its content and layout.

It is the claims in a patent that define the monopoly and a patent 

applicant gets to determine how broad or narrow to start the claims.

You should always aim to be able to write claims that are novel when 

compared with the prior art you know about.

There can be fall-back positions in claims, so you should aim to make a 

main claim nearly inventive and your subsequent claims (such as claims 

2 and 3) inventive.

If you think you can meet these aims, you can lodge a patent application. 

What have we learned?



Thank You


